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PL ZMPWLQ FileBackup USB Flash Drive 

for Windows/Mac Computers 

User Manual 
 

This FileBackup USB Flash Drive is compatible 

with 

Windows 7/8/8.1/10/11 

macOS 10.12 and above 
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1. Foreword 
Perfect Resolution for Backing up 

data efficiently from Windows or 

macOS computers. 

Just run the FileBackup Application 

at your computer without Internet or 

WiFi. No need to visit any Server or 

Cloud. It is completely safe & reliable 

and will not give out any personal 
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information.  

Thank you for choosing this PL 

ZMPWLQ USB Flash drive. Hope it 

could bring more convenience to you. 

For more easily using, please 

carefully read this user manual firstly. 
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2. APP Installation on Windows 

Computer 

Insert this USB Flash Drive into the 

USB port of the Windows computer 

 ---> This PC ---> CD Drive(X:) PL 

Backup ---> the folder named 

Windows, click the exe file to Install 

Software. 
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Click CD Drive(X:) PL Backup 

Click “Windows” 
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Click “Next” 
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Click “Next” 
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Click “Install” 
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Click “Finish” 
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3. APP Installation on macOS Computer 

Insert the USB Flash Drive into the 

USB port of the macOS computer ---> 

PL Backup ---> the folder named mac, 

and click the pkg file to install 

Software.  
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Click “Continue” 
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Click “Install” 
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Click “Install Software” 
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Preparing for installation 
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4. Settings 

Before Back up, please set the File 

Location, 

Picture/Video/Document/Audio 

format, and save path you would like 

to back up. Let’s start from the 

Settings. 
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Click “Settings” 
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4.1 File Location 

Select the folder of files to be 

scanned for backup and the excluded 

location. 

Add or delete the folders need to be 

backed up in the Folder of files to be 

scanned area;  

Add or delete the folders no need to 

be backed up in the Folder to ignore 
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area. 

If you need to add folders to the list, 

please click “Add” first, then choose 

the location, and click “OK” to finish 

the select. 

If you need to delete folders from the 

list, please click the folder in the list 

first, then click “Delete” to finish the 

select. 
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Click “File location” 
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1. Click “Add” 2. Select the folder 

you want to backup 

3. Click “OK” 
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1. Select the 

folder you want to 

delete the backup 

2. Click “Delete” 
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4.2 Picture Format 

Select the picture format need to be 

backed up. (If you don’t know which 

format need to select, we suggest 

you follow the default setting---> all 

selected) 
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Click “Picture format” 
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4.3 Video format 

Select the video format need to be 

backed up. (If you don’t know which 

format need to select, we suggest 

you follow the default setting---> all 

selected) 
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Click “Video format” 
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4.4 Document Format 

Select the Document format need to 

be backed up. (If you don’t need to 

backup document, only need to 

backup photos and videos, we 

suggest you follow the default 

setting---> none selected, it is up to 

your requirement) 
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Click “Document” 
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4.5 Audio Format 

Select the Audio format need to be 

backed up. (If you don’t know which 

format need to select, we suggest 

you follow the default setting---> all 

selected) 
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Click “Audio format” 
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4.6 Options Settings 

 

Click “Options” 
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(1) Copy Options 

 

·Combine all files into one directly means: all 

files with same format would be combined into 

one folder. Select Skip duplicates if you need.  
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·Duplicates = same title (name) + 

same modified date + same type + 

same size. 

Skip Duplicates means when 

consolidating files into a single 

directory on the backup drive, the 

APP can skip any duplicates it found, 

only back up 1 file. 
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·Keep the original path structure means all 

the files you back up would be saved in the 

same folder as the original path in the computer. 

 

·Exclude pictures, videos, documents and 

music smaller than (customized, we suggest 

100) KB/MB. These files excluded will not be 

backed up. These small files normally were 

generated by the APPs. 
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(2) Backup Options 

 

Clear backup history means clear the backup 

history in this computer (not clear the files saved 
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in the USB flash drive, just clear the backup 

history). After Click "Clear Backup History", the 

APP would scan the computer again like a 

totally new computer when you backup it next 

time. If not click "Clear Backup History", when 

you use the Backup function, it will only scan the 

added part, which save the scanning time. It all 

depends on your need. 

Restore default settings means ignore the 

settings you set and restore to the default 

settings in the APP. 
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5. Update APP  

NOTE: Our engineer will update 

the application according to 

customers' need. The specific 

version of the latest App depends 

on actual later updating. 
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5.1 Update APP in Windows computer 

(1)  Go to Settings ---> Click "Update" 

 

Click “Update” 
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(2)  After the interface pop-up, click "Download". 

 
Click “Download” 
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(3)  Download progress bar will pop up. 
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(4)  After the download is completed, click "Done" 

 
Click “Done” 
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The software installation will run automatically. 

Click “OK” to install, the old version will be 

automatically replaced and updated to the latest 

version during the installation process. 

 
Click “OK” 
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5.2 Update APP in macOS computer 

(1) FileBackup ---> Check for Update 

 

Click “Check for 

Update” 
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(2) Click "Install" 

 

Click “Inatall” 
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(3) After the install is completed. 

 

 

1. Click “Open” 

2. Start download 
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(4)Click “Upgrade”, the old version will be 

automatically replaced and updated to the latest 

version during the installation process. 

 

Click 

“Upgrade” 
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6. Start Backup 

After settings done, let’s start from the button 

“Start”, the software will scan the pre-set file 

folders, and start to back up after the scan is 

completed. 

Warm Tips: It usually takes about 1 hour to back 

up 100GB data, if there are too much small-size 

photos, the backup time maybe longer. 
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Click “Start” 
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7. Capacity display 

The red part of circle shows the used capacity 

and the green part shows available capacity, 

click the circle to enter into the backup folder.  

----> It is the File folders under the present 

computer. If you backed up for several 

computers, please go to the folder named 

Myfiles to view all backup data. Each computer 

has a separate data storing folder named 

after corresponding computer's full name. 
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8. Photos 

When the backup is completed, click left side 

photos Icon to view the backed up Photos. 

 

Thumbnails will be generated in a few minutes, 

and the waiting time is determined by the 

quantity of photos. 

Click “photos” 
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8.1 Select Pages 

1. For Windows computer, 1 page 
contains 300pcs photos. There are 2 
ways to Select Pages. 

(1) Click “<<” to the previous page 
and “>>” to next page.  

(2) You also can set the Page number 
and click “Jump To” to go to the 
specified page. 
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2. For macOS computer, 1 page 

contains 300pcs photos. Please 

scroll down the Drop-down box 

button to refresh the display until all 

the photos displayed. 
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8.2 Preview 
Select a thumbnail and double-click to view the 

image. 
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8.3 Location 

Choose different sort types to browse the 

pictures. 
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8.4 Refresh and Select all 

Select all only means select all photos shown in 

the present page, but not the all photos 

contained in the USB flash drive. 
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8.5 Printing  

Select one or more pictures, click Printing, and 

select the available printer to print. 

 

 

 

 

 

Click “PRINTING” 
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8.6 Delete  

(Tips: it will delete the selected 

photos from the USB Flash Drive, 

which cannot be restored) 

Select one or more pictures and click 

Delete to confirm the deletion. 
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Click “Confirm” 
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8.7 Save as 

Select one or more pictures, click the 

Save As, and save them to the 

specified folder. 
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Select the folder to Save As 
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8.8 Image Information 

Select a picture to view the picture details. The 

Backup will remain all the original information 

such as name, shooting time, size, format, etc. 
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8.9 Grouping 

8.9.1Create Group 

Click Create Group, input the group name and 

confirm. 

     

Enter the group name 

and click "Confirm" 
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8.9.2 Delete Group 

Select a group, click delete, the group will be 

deleted once Confirm.  

（Just delete this group, the contents in the 

Group Total will not be deleted） 

      

Click "Confirm" 
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8.9.3 Rename Group 

Select a group, click rename group, input the 

group name and confirm.  

       

 
Click "Confirm" 

Enter the 

group rename  
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8.9.4 Remove Selected from Group 

Remove the selected pictures from the present  

（Just remove from this group, the contents in 

the Group Total will still exist） 

 

 

 

 

Click "Confirm" 
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8.9.5 Add to Other 

Select one or more pictures, add pictures to the 

selected group. The added pictures will be 

shown both in the present group and new group. 

    

 

 

 

Click "Confirm" 
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8.9.6 Remove to Other 

Select one or more pictures, remove pictures to 

the selected group. The removed pictures will 

be removed from the present group, and shown 

in the new group. 

     

 

 

 Click "Confirm" 
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9. Videos 

Click Videos to enter into the video 

backup folder. 

----> It is the videos under the present 

computer, If you backed up for 

several computers, please go to the 

folder named Myfiles to view all 

backup data. 
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10. Audio 

Click Audio to enter into the audio 

backup folder. 

----> It is the audios under the present 

computer, If you backed up for 

several computers, please go to the 

folder named Myfiles to view all 

backup data. 
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11. Doc 

Click Doc to enter into the document 

backup folder. 

----> It is the document under the 

present computer, if you backed up 

for several computers, please go to 

the folder named Myfiles to view all 

backup data. 
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12. View newly discovered items 

 

Click “View newly discovered items” 
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Newly discovered files 
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13. View backup results 

Click View backup results to view backup details. 

 

Click “View backup results” 
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Backup time 

 

Success 

Failure 

Duplicates 

Backed up before 
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14. FAQ 

Q1: The APP crashed during using, I used 

hubs in my computer, and there are mouse, 

keyboard, and my Samsung connected with 

this hubs. 

A1: Because Samsung also is external device 

with storage for computer, the APP cannot work 

normally if there are several storage, please 

remove Samsung from hubs and try again. 
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Q2: The OS of My computer is Windows 7, 

it’s a very old version, and could mine work 

with this USB flash drive? 

A2: Of Course yes, this USB flash drive can be 

compatible with computer/Laptop with OS of 

Windows 7/8/8.1/10/11, 

macOS 10.12/10.13/10.14/10.15, 

and macOS 11.0/11.1/11.2/11.3/11.4 and Later.  

The FileBackup Application also supports online 

upgrade. 
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Q3: This USB flash drive cannot be 

recognized by my computer. How to solve it? 

A3: Please change to connect another USB port 

to check whether the USB port of computer 

works well. And please test on other computers 

to check whether this USB flash drive can be 

recognized. If both don’t work, please contact us 

directly and we will help you to solve it. 
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Q4: Can this USB flash drive back up data 

from iPhone? 

A4: This USB flash drive only can back up data 

from computers, it doesn't support back up for 

iPhone or any other mobile phones. You can 

transfer the data from your smart Phone to 

computer firstly and then back up them from 

computer to this USB flash drive. 
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Q5: There are many photos in my Google 

Photos account. How can I back up these 

photos to this USB flash drive? 

A5: Due to DRM limitation (Digital Rights 

Management) and privacy security 

consideration, there is usually no access for this 

USB flash drive to visit the third party APP like 

Google Photos. Please download the photos or 

videos from third party APP to computer firstly, 
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then back up or transfer them from computer to 

this USB flash drive. 

Q6: I am worried about the security of my 

private information, is it safe to use this USB 

flash drive to back up for my computer?  

A6: Yes. You needn’t worry about this. The 

FileBackup Application can run at your 

computer without connecting Internet or Wi-Fi. 

No need to visit any Server or Cloud. It is 
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completely safe & reliable and will not give out 

any personal information.  

Q7: How do I know whether there is enough 

space to back up my computer? 

A7: Please firstly check the total storage size of 

the data you plan to back up, and then check the 

available capacity of this USB flash drive from 

FileBackup App Interface (Green parts Surplus 

capacity). Please make sure the surplus 
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capacity of this USB flash drive is larger than the 

total data you plan to back up. 

Q8: Can I use the APP of this USB flash drive 

to delete the junk pictures generated by the 

other APPs of my computer? 

A8: No, you cannot. This APP doesn't have the 

function to delete the photos or videos from 

computer. 
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Q9: Will this APP delete the backup 

photos/videos from my computer once 

backup finished? 

A9: No, it will not. The APP of this USB flash 

drive only back up data from computer. It will not 

change any information on the computer. 

Q10: Why is the available capacity of the 

USB flash drive less than advertised? 

A10: For the manufacturer of USB Flash Drive 
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calculation standard, they set 1KB=1000Bytes, 

1MB=1000KB, 1GB=1000MB. While the 

computer operating system calculation follows 

the different standard with 1KB=1024Bytes, 

1MB=1024KB, 1GB=1024MB. This has resulted 

in a discrepancy between the standard capacity 

of the storage device and the actual capacity 

used. You can know better from Wikipedia by 

searching for "Gigabyte". 
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Q11: Will it work to back up files on two 

different PC? What if one is a Windows10 PC 

and one is a macOS? 

A11: Yes, it can work on multiple computers if 

the rest capacity is enough. And you just need 

to install corresponding operation system 

software on each computer. Our Filebackup 

Application has Windows OS Version and 

macOS Version.  
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Q12: Will this app automatically delete 

duplicate pictures? 

A12: No, it will not delete duplicate pictures. It 

depends on the copy option of setting you 

choose. If you choose “Combine all files into one 

directory” and "Skip duplicates". The Filebackup 

app will skip the duplicate name files. But if you 

choose "Keep the original path structure" for 

backup forms. The duplicate files in different 

folder will be backed up to this USB flash drive 

as its original path. 
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15 Warranty & Contact US 

15.1 Warranty 

   All of our Products are covered 

by an 18 months Limited warranty 

from the original purchase date. If 

any questions, please contact our 

after-sales support team, we will be 

standing by to help! 
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15.2 Contact US 
 

Email: csplzmpwlq@gmail.com 

Website: www.zmpwlq.com 

 

For operation videos, please visit 

YouTube: Customer Service 

ZMPWLQ 

 


